Nonexpansive operators in Banach spaces are of utmost importance in Nonlinear Analysis and Optimization Theory. We are concern in this talk with classes of operators which are, in some sense, nonexpansive not with respect to the norm, but with respect to Bregman distances. Since these distances are not symmetric in general, it seems natural to distinguish between left and right Bregman nonexpansive operators. Some left classes have already been studied quite intensively, so this talk is devoted to right Bregman nonexpansive operators. In particular, we characterize sunny right quasi-Bregman nonexpansive retractions, and as a consequence, we show that the fixed point set of any right quasi-Bregman nonexpansive operator is a sunny right quasi-Bregman nonexpansive retract of the ambient Banach space. It also turns out that the corresponding right Bregman projection is the unique sunny right quasi-Bregman nonexpansive retraction, while the left Bregman projection is not sunny. Then we study the conjugate resolvent of a monotone mapping and provide a characterization of right Bregman firmly nonexpansive operators. To conclude, we present diverse examples of right Bregman firmly nonexpansive operators. This talk is based on a joint work with Prof. Simeon Reich and Shoham Sabach from Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa.
